Be a hero...

Be a decision - maker
and confident citizen...

...by taking a risk, trying new challenges, celebrating
personal achievements and journeying with us
on our exciting adventure holiday.

...by having your voice heard through debate, Ethos
Group, ECO Group, Pupil Parliament, Sports Council,
a Pupil Representative or even Head Boy or Head Girl.

Be a culture vulture...

Be a creator...

Be a passionate performer...

...by visiting and experiencing the magic of
musical theatre … a live performance by the Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra … museums, art galleries
and places of worship for different religions - including
the spectacular Liverpool Anglican Cathedral.

...by preparing delicious food, producing inspirational
art or immersing yourself in the wonderful world of
music through song, dance, writing, performing
or playing a musical instrument.

...by being part of, or taking a leading role in, school
productions … shows … nativities and showing your
sporting prowess.

Making ME @Trinity
Be a child...

(Memorable Experiences)

At Trinity Primary School we believe that children should have the opportunity to participate in rich,
exciting and stimulating experiences as part of their wonderful learning journey. Through meaningful
encounters, we allow children to ‘be’ many things. Involvement in such, not only helps to shape
children, but also provides precious, life long memories. Our children will embrace and
empower special memories and moments through our wonderful curriculum.

What do you want to be?

...by playing, making friends, co-operating,
having good manners, being creative,
having confidence and being you!

Be a team player...
...by immersing yourself in school clubs and events …
showing loyalty through representing our school at events
plus embracing our unique community celebrations –
maypole dancing, country dancing, egg rolling and Easter
bonnet parades to name but a few.

Be a prayerful pupil...

Be happy and healthy...

Be a nature warrior...

Be an explorer...

Be aware...

...by sharing all our achievements and concerns
with Jesus. Always ready to let the Holy Spirit lead
you in the choices you make each day.

...by keeping an active mind and body through taking
part in daily mental and physical workouts developing
the inner strength to make the right choices for
yourself and others.

...by being part of shaping a sustainable, eco-friendly
environment and learning about outdoor living through
our Forest School Program. Here you will learn to
appreciate your role in taking care of our world
and its wildlife.

...by investigating outside, visiting places near and
far and experiencing the awe and wonder of
our amazing world.

...by valuing and respecting your neighbour locally and
worldwide, supporting charities and helping others
through the Trinity ARK (Acts of Random Kindness),
helping those in need around the world and remembering
those who have protected our individual liberty.

